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QUESTION 1

You are configuring a screen layout for a modern point of sale (MPOS) register by using the Screen layout designer.
You need to configure the screen layout to display the following transaction details: 

1.

 the current customer 

2.

 each item as the items are added to the transaction 

3.

 the transaction total 

Which three items should you add? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. customer card 

B. transaction grid 

C. product grid 

D. total panel 

E. receipt panel 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 2

Your reporting policy requires you to post one statement per day for your retail stores and monitor the real-time
inventory on the Cloud point of sale (POS) register throughout your business day. 

You need to schedule the appropriate batch jobs to meet your reporting requirements. 

Which two batch jobs should you schedule? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. post statement 

B. channel transaction 

C. channel configuration 

D. post inventory 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3
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You need to ensure that all returns over $25.00 for purchases paid by credit cards are reviewed and approved. What
should you do? 

A. Create a hold code that requires a manager to clear the hold. 

B. Configure the credit card approval amount in the call center parameters. 

C. Create an order event that requires a manager to review the order. 

D. Configure the Pending return hold code in the call center parameters. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/configuring-parameters-and-initial-settings-
call-center 

 

QUESTION 4

You create a new retail store. 

You are configuring terminals for the store. 

Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Create a device. 

B. Assign workers. 

C. Create a register. 

D. Activate the device. 

E. Configure channel attributes. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

Customers must be able to browse products from two specific vendors. You need to add these products from these
vendors to the online store. What should you do? 

A. Add the products from both vendors to the product catalog. Then, publish the product catalog to the online channel. 

B. Create new categories in the existing retail product hierarchy. Then, add the products to the categories you created. 

C. Create new product categories in the existing retail navigation hierarchy. Then, add the products to the categories
you created. 

D. Add the products to the retail product hierarchy and publish to the online store. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 6

A store runs all point of sale (POS) registers in offline mode. 

Which three of the following operations can you perform? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. close shift 

B. safe drop 

C. bank drop 

D. blind close shift 

E. view reports 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/retail/dev-itpro/retail-modern-pos-offline 

 

QUESTION 7

You create inventory replenishment rules for warehouses attached to the west coast retail channels. 

To which two components can you apply replenishment rules? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. assortments 

B. replenishment hierarchies 

C. retail channels 

D. hierarchy purposes 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/pl-pl/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/set-up-replenishment-rules-retail-essentials 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to link a discount promotion to a product category. 

Which two hierarchies can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. sales category hierarchy 

B. retail product hierarchy 

C. retail channel navigation hierarchy 

D. supplemental retail hierarchy 

Correct Answer: BD 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/retail/retail-discounts-overview 

 

QUESTION 9

You are a Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Retail administrator. 

You need to model the retail organization hierarchy. 

Which three types of operating units can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. cost center 

B. registers 

C. retail channel 

D. business unit 

E. devices 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/working-with-organizations-and-
organizational-hierarchies-retail-essentials 

 

QUESTION 10

You retail store charges a five percent sales tax on all transactions. 

You need to ensure that you can remove the sales tax from store transactions when customers are exempt from sales
tax. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Create a sales tax override group. 

B. Configure the sales tax jurisdiction. 

C. Link the sales tax override group to the store. 

D. Configure the tax group default rules. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

You plan to run the installment billing process for your company. You process a credit card payment. Which two actions
will occur? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. The payment requires manual authorization. 
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B. The payment is added to the balance of the customer\\'s account. 

C. The payment is settled. 

D. The payment is submitted for authorization. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/work-with-installment-billing 

 

QUESTION 12

You manage a chain of retail stores and kiosks. 

Retail kiosks stores report intermittent network connectivity issues. 

You need to ensure that kiosks can perform shift and transaction operations when they are not connected to the
company\\'s main office. 

What should you configure? 

A. channel database profile 

B. Real-time Service profile 

C. Retail Store Scale Unit 

D. Retail Server URL 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two ways are sales orders created when you post a statement? Each correct answer presents a part of the
solution. 

A. One sales order is created for all customer sales. 

B. One sales order is created for each customer sale. 

C. One sales order is created for each cash and carry sale. 

D. One sales order is created for all cash and carry sales. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/retail/retail-statements 

 

QUESTION 14

You perform a Recency, Frequency, and Monetary (RFM) analysis for four customers. The table below displays the
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RFM score for each customer. 

Which customer spent the most of your company? 

A. Customer2 

B. Customer3 

C. Customer4 

D. Customer1 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/retail/set-up-rfm-analysis 

 

QUESTION 15

You are designing the receipt format for retail stores. 

You need to ensure that receipts display the store number, register number, and date. 

Which profile should you use? 

A. functionality profile 

B. receipt profile 

C. visual profile 

D. hardware profile 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/retail/receipt-templates-printing 
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